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Abstract—The advent of smart meters has automated the
entire process of billing generation system over commercial
energy usage which was previously done using digital meter.
Although western countries practice its usage more, it is still
unknown to many developing countries along with its power
distribution. Hence, this paper reviews the working principle of
smart meters along with the brief of basic operation description.
It thoroughly investigates the implementation work towards
algorithm design and techniques developed that are being carried
out in last five years towards smart meters. The paper examines
the various significant technology that has evolved to address the
problems in smart meter e.g. performance improvement, energy
efficiency, security factor, etc. Finally, a set of research gap is
explored after scrutinizing the advantages and limitations of
existing techniques followed by brief highlights of the feasible
line of research to compensate the unaddressed problems
associated with research work direction towards smart meters.
Keywords—Digital Meter; Energy; Power
Performance; Privacy Smart Meter; Smart Grid
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INTRODUCTION

There has been a huge revolution in the area of consumer
electrical usage. In the existing system, a normal analogue
meter is installed in the consumer house which keeps constant
readings about the usage of the energy by the consumer. Such
meters could be easily open, can be easily tampered, can be
corrupted without even a trace [1]. However, all these malpractice negatively affects the economics due to faulty pricing
and billing [2]. Therefore, in order to resist this, a smart meter
comes as a boon to overcome such problems. Basically, a
smart meter is a sophisticated meter which has both analogue
and digital component and is installed in premises which needs
to be billed for energy usage. Smart meter captures and records
the frequency as well as voltage as the electrical data and
highly supports communication in bidirectional pattern existing
between the central and meter system. The data generated by
the smart meter consists of timestamp information, identifier of
unique meter, values of electricity consumption, etc. Smart
meter also allows controlling the load remotely. It has also the
capability to govern various utility devices in order to balance
the load and demands. Different from conventional analogue
meters, the readings from the smart meters are in digital form
that is automatically sent to the suppliers by various
communication means [3]. The recording of the energy usage
from different premises are subjected to analysis and specific
processing from the suppliers who then forwards the processed
and highly well-structured report of energy usage to the

customers. This report arrives at hand-held device in the form
of graphical display which is quite a user friendly and very
easily understands the usage statistics [4]. The consumer of
conventional analogue meters has to wait for long period of
due date to realise their usage statistics as well as their due
amount. By that time, it is almost out of scope for a customer
to save any electricity. But usage of smart meters allows
dispensing the highly processed data about usage statistics to
the customer in real time (i.e. 24/7). This lively report
generates an awareness to save the electricity as well as money.
Although, it is quite old concept in European nation, but in
reality the usage of smart meters are far from reality in many
developing countries like India. There are also many research
impediments towards this field. The first biggest problem is to
get an answer to a question: Can the smart meter performs
energy efficiency? This is because smart meters really don’t
save any energy but it just makes customer aware about their
usage scenario and the entire decision is left to the customers.
The second big problem is to answer the question: How can
wireless transmission assist in energy efficiency using smart
meters? There are many studies where smart meters are found
to use multiple wireless standards e.g. GSM, WLAN, XBee
etc., but there are various hidden unanswered aspect like
wireless networks are always error-prone to offer less QoS and
less security. Such factors were not found to be addressed in
any existing research manuscripts. The third challenging
question is: How to ensure optimal security without impacting
network performance? Usage of encryption algorithm over the
large and massive bit streams of data generated from metered
readings will invite delay and latency over the network and
seriously affect the QoS performance. On the other hand, the
usages of smart meters are more applicable in upcoming IoT
applications [5] [6], which means various lethal threats
travelling over internet will now attempt to compromise the
metered readings. Hence, it requires thorough investigation
about the existing solution and finding the best solution.
Hence, this paper reviews all the significant and standard
research papers and performs an exhaustive review of literature
to scale an effectiveness of the existing techniques. Section 2
discusses about the essentials of smart meters followed by its
management techniques in Section 3. The existing research in
smart meters is elaborated in Section 4 with respect to
advantage as well as limitation. It is then followed by research
gap in Section 5. Possible line of research to circumvent the
problems of existing system is briefed in Section 6 followed by
conclusion in Section 7.
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II.

highly accurate billing amount based on original usage
data. Moreover, it allows the customer to track and
record their usage 24/7; it doesn’t give rise to any
billing dispute and hence successfully maintains higher
transparency in service usage.

ESSENTIALS OF SMART METERS

The smart meters can be defined as the electronic device
that performs seamless monitoring and recording of the energy
usage by digital means. Different from conventional metering
system, where the readings have to be collected by the service
providers, smart meters autonomously forward the readings to
its service providers for impartial and error-free billing
purpose. It has basically two simple components as shown in
Figure 1. The basic smart meter is installed in the premises
while the customer keeps the smart meter display device that is
used for showing the usage statistics lively.

 Awareness of Usage: Using smart meter display
device, the customer can consistently track their usage.
They can also make further strategy for energy
conservation or fine tune their lifestyle accordingly. A
better visibility of energy usage is enabled by the smart
meter display device.
 Allows Faster Switching of Energy Suppliers: In
developing countries like India, customers neither have
any option nor has any idea about their service
providers. Although number of service providers is very
less, not even 10 because still it is analogue system
which is quite traditional way. But with futuristic
advancement with technologies, various service
providers will be mushrooming offering competitive
services with better charges. Hence, usage of smart
meters allows the customers to switch to other service
providers in a matter of minute.

Fig. 1. a) Smart Meter b) Smart Meter Display Device

Usage of smart meters is quite important in next generation
of technological advancement. Figure 2 is the direct
demonstration of the usage of smart meter mechanism that
shows the smart meter to capture the usage data from source
point followed by transmission of data to service provider.
Smart meters also make use of highly secured national
communication network in order to involuntarily transmit the
actual usage data to service providers [7]. The transmitted data
area analysed to generate bill, whose information can be than
directly accessed by the paid customers. The interesting fact
here is a customer is always aware of their usage statistics and
billing details and they don’t have to wait for their due date to
know about it. This awareness motivates and prompts the
customer to save energy. There are multiple benefits of using
smart meters, e.g.


Error-free Bill Generation: The first and foremost
advantage of smart metering system is generation of

Smart meter measures
and records electricity
usage every 30 minutes

 Supports Green Ecosystem: Smart meters are
originally meant to work on a smart grid system that has
higher supportability of minimal carbon emission and
other green-house elements.
 Analytics on Usage Data: The usage data from smart
meters are massive in size and hence attracts the area of
analytics to extract more knowledge from the data. The
service providers can use the analysed data to improvise
their services.
An interesting part of smart meter is that it should be
installed in the premises by the service providers at no cost.
Usually, the roll out cost of the smart meter is meant to be
covered up only in the billing system almost like the analogue
metering system. Hence, installation, maintenance and
aftermath of its usage is higher beneficial to customers as well
as service providers.

Data is transmitted
to electrical
distributors, who
own and manage
the grid, poles,
and wires

Energy providers
make consumption
data available via
web-portal and inhome display

Monitor
household
energy usage

Fig. 2. Billing Mechanisms of Smart Meters
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III.

OPERATIONS IN SMART METER MANAGEMENT

A smart meter consists of various sophisticated
components, which includes i) a software system to perform
usage data computation, ii) hardware system to support the
digital reading with various electrical and electronic subdevices, and iii) a calibration mechanism that performs reading
of the energy utilities. An essential building block of a
conventional architecture of smart meter is shown in Figure 3.
The common components available in smart meter systems are
module for power management module, data communication,
system-on-chip metering system, module for identifying any
forms of tampering, clock that works on real time, supervisory
module, voltage reference, transformer driver, etc. [8] [9]. The
core backbone of the smart meter is basically system-on-chip
processor along with core architecture supporting it. The
differential inputs are supported by the analogue-to-digital
converters in its front end [10]. The sensors with low-input
receive its gains from integrated gain stage. Numerous
intensive operations can be highly boosted using SoC chip with
hardware multiplier while carrying out computation of energy.
Various computation of power factor, voltage RMS current,
reactive and active power, voltage, frequency, etc. are always
on active process while smart meter is in operation. This
section will discuss about the two essential components of the
smart meters, i.e. analogue component and digital component.
A. Analogue component of smart meter
Basically, an analogue component is responsible for
offering a hardware-bridge between two points where first
point refers to generation of energy usage data and second
point refers to software that processes the data and transmits it
to service provider. The analogue component consists of Antialiasing filter, real-time clock, power supply, current and
voltage
measurement,
sigma-delta
analogue-to-digital
converter, anti-tampering circuitry, battery charger, and
harmonic analysis [11]. The anti-aliasing filter is used for

filtering the spike using resistor, RC low pass filters, and
voltage divider. Real-time clock is used to timestamp the utility
data to show the time of capture. The power supply unit assists
in supporting functions from the electrical mains or by using
transformer. Current and voltage measurement is carried out
using resistor while voltage is computed as drop across the
current transformer and resistor. Analogue to digital converter
is used to process current and voltage signal. Another essential
unit is anti-tampering circuits which are directly connected
with current sensors to identify any attempts of tampering the
circuits. An analogue component also has a backup battery
within it, which is used for charging the component during
voltage in step-down stage. The component also protect itself
from the transmission loss using harmonic elimination process
from the analogue signals using Fourier-based techniques,
band limiting filters, and adaptive real-time monitoring.
B. Digital component of smart meter
The digital component of the smart meter is supported by
registers, microcontrollers, and RAM. The core object of
digital component in smart meter is microcontroller as it
performs all the computation, records and save value, carries
out forwarding of utility data based on the standards of ANSI C
12.22 considering the data format to be ANSI C12.19 [12].
Smart meter uses Local Area Network (LAN) as well as Wide
Area Network (WAN) in order to collect the usage data after a
periodic interval of time. It also uses Power Line Carrier (PLC)
and Radio Frequency (RF) in order to perform communication
over grid interfaces. The different products of smart meters are
briefly discussed in [13], which will show multiple operations
carried out by different products of smart meters available in
commercial market. Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
is deployed over smart grid for enabling the process of
aggregating the data from smart meters. Apart from these smart
meters also adheres to standards e.g. ANSI CI2.19, ANSI
C12.22, C12.19, [12].

Optional Extreme Accuracy
Components
Voltage
Reference

Accurate
RTC
Metering
SoC (ADC/
CPU/DSP)

Voltage
Current
Sensor

Data Communication

Supervisory

Relay
Driver
Circuit

User
Interface

Memory

Security

Tamper
Detect

Fig. 3. Smart Meter Architecture

IV.

EXISTING RESEARCH IN SMART METERING

The research works toward addressing the problems of
smart meters and enhancing its performance dates back to 1986

by Arthur H. Rosenfeld [14]. At present there are roughly
3,670 research manuscript with IEEE Xplore based on smart
meters. At present there are various existing review papers e.g.
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[15]-[20] that have already discussed the frequently adopted
approach but didn’t discuss the advantages or limitations of it.
The contribution of our work will be to present a thorough
survey of recent techniques and measure their effectiveness.
Hence, we will be discussing only the paper published between
2010 and 2016 that will act as an update to prior review work.
This section will discuss about various techniques implemented
by different researchers towards improving the efficiency of
smart meters.
A. Techniques towards performance enhancement
One of the biggest challenging factors of Smart meter is to
determine its state. Owing to unsynchronised form of signals
and lag of time between the readings, the availability of
network of smart meter cannot be guaranteed. Alimardani et al.
[21] [22] has addressed this issue by developing a system that
can evaluate the error variance of signals as a means of
compensating the signals that are not synchronised. The
authors has used IEEE 13-bus system and assessed its result
using load distribution and error values over time. Towards
performance enhancement, the work carried out by Ciuciu et
al. [23] was claimed to enhance multi-dimensional features of
smart metering performance e.g. security, identifying meters
with equivalent objectives, data exchange, energy-demand
management. The author has also presented an architecture
(Figure 4) who has client layer integrated with security
management and the top two layers are further integrated with
the smart device layer using middleware.
Client Layer

Social Networking

Administration

Energy delivery
Management

Energy Profile
Management

Energy Planning,
Sharing, &
Selling
Smart Meter
Crawler

Energy Storage
Management

Middleware

Smart Link
Community Gateway

Knowledge
Base Management

Demand Response Layer

Security management

Smart Device
layer

Smart Meter

Fig. 4. Technique presented by Ciuciu et al. [23]

Most recently, the work carried out by Dede et al. [24] has
presented a technique that designs the smart meter in the form
of sensor network. In this work, the author has discussed about
architecture of smart meter exclusively designed for future
technologies with respect to sensor network (Figure 5). The
architecture shows Elaboration Block (Elab), Analogue-toDigital Block (ADC), and communication block (Comm). The
authors have developed an experimental test-bed in order to
validate their prototype. The study outcome was found to
possess less than 5% of voltage.

DSO LV Grid
-Voltage dips
-Billing
-Active Power
-RMS current
-Reactive Power
-Frequency

Comm
Elab

PLC
Coupling
i Sensor

ADC
v Sensor
Domestic grid

Fig. 5. Technique presented by Dede et al. [24]

The performance of the smart meter can be also enhanced if
the readings of smart meter can be subjected for analysis. It
leverages innovation in both services and process. Advance
analytical operations significantly assist in understanding the
hidden traits of usage data that further helps in understanding
actual regulatory requirements. Study in such direction was
carried out by Flath et al. [25] who have carried out cluster
analysis on the usage data of smart meter considering different
customer profiles further segregated to a day and week profiles.
Both the profiles are further clustered with respect to season’s
summer, winter and its corresponding impact on week days
and weekends. The study significantly contributes to integrate
cluster analysis with business intelligence to further alleviate
the performance. Nearly similar type of study was also carried
out by Gajowniczek and Zabkowski [26] where the authors has
used machine learning technique to perform forecasting of
smart metered data. The study outcome was evaluated with
respect to mean squared error and accuracy on the hourlybased data. Performance of smart meter could be also enhanced
using optimization techniques. Hao et al. [27] has presented a
technique that assists in identifying the original states of the
electrical appliances’ deploying and reduced quantity of smart
meters. A tree network is designed to replicate the power
distribution line and a unique optimization technique. The
better performance of the smart meter could be also ensured by
testing mechanism too. Janiga et al. [28] have discussed a
testing mechanism that can evaluate the electrical parameters.
However, such testing mechanism couldn’t ensure much
analysis of quality of power for low voltage networks. Work
addressing such problem was carried out by Sanduleac et al.
[29] where a method is presented to minimise the
computational power of the smart meter and thereby improve
its performance. The author has carried out the hardware
design of the smart meter using ARM processor and
investigated the trends in harmonic currents. The technique
also performs statistical analysis over voltage level to scale the
performance effectiveness. Most recently, Wakeel et al. [30]
have presented a study where a conventional clustering
technique k-means algorithm is used for estimating load from
the readings of domestic smart meter. The cluster analysis was
found to provide significant enhancement to the load
estimation. Panchadcharam et al. [31] have presented a
simulation-based study to assess the time of transmission with
different sizes of data. Most recently, Yang et al. [32] have
presented a multiple access control based protocol developing
a network of smart meters. Another important factor of
performance efficiency is billing of the smart meters. There is
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less number of studies which focuses on minimizing the billing
of usage as there are large number of complexities associated
with cost of distributive generation. Hence, financial
optimization becomes the sole factor for live billing process.
Study in such direction was carried out by Zhang et al. [33].
The technique presented by the author exploits the electrical
power exclusively for local distributed generators.
B. Technqiues towards energy efficiency
Study towards energy efficiency is meant for
accomplishing an objective of energy control essentially.
Usually, the technique calls for extracting the usage data by
suppliers and then forwarding the processed and organised data
to the consumer. Arif et al. [34] has presented a technique
where a smart meter is designed using wireless networks. The
author has used experimental approach where a new smart
meter was designed using microcontroller and communication
module has been developed using XBee and GSM modem.
Hence, wireless network was used to forward to the user’s
handheld device and the usage data that is being captured by
microcontroller. Govinda et al. [35] have also used
microcontroller-based hardware design of smart meter as well
as GSM modem to perform usage readings transmission.
Similar category of study was also carried out by Azasoo et
al. [36]. However, here the authors have used design science
research methodology over the prototype meter installed over
Ghana city. The usage data from the meter is than transmitted
using GPRS and PIC (Figure 6).
Studies for energy efficiency were also focused in the
direction to achieve green ecosystem. Bera et al. [37] has
developed a technique based on coalition game which performs
aggregation of utility data from multiple smart meters and
forward it to base station (Figure 7). The authors have also
developed an energy consumption model with an objective
function to minimise the cost of usage. The technique was
simulated in NS-3 considering 50 smart meters and one base
station. The study outcome was assessed with respect to energy
consumption and delay mainly.

Internet
Connection

GPRS
BTS

Fig. 6. Technique presented by Azasoo et al. [36]

Fig. 7. Technique presented by Bera et al. [37]

Another study towards energy efficiency was put forward
by Buchmann et al. [38] who have presented an analytical
modelling for re-identification of dissipated energy records
identical to specific utility feature. The authors have presented
an empirical modelling that uses linear and integer linear
optimization technique. The analysis was carried out using
database of smart meter reading with respect to standard
deviation and weights.
C. Technqiue towards security
Although the analogue device of smart meters already has
anti-tampering circuitry unit, but still existing system is not
enough to identify the compromised smart meters [39].
Moreover, the extracted utility data travels through a network
whose security is still a matter of concern [40]. One of such
research work has been carried out by Baig et al. [41]. The
authors claimed that as the smart meters are connected to
higher end networks (like internet), it is highly prone for
vulnerable situations. The authors have presented a unique
attack model that aims to generate erroneous meter readings.
Finally, the authors have used message authentication
mechanism to identify the attacker. The outcome of the study
was assessed with respect to rate of attack detection with
increasing score of compromised meters. Studies towards
privacy preservation were carried out by Borges and
Mulhhauser [42] for securing the communication system of
smart meter. The technique also allows performing ciphering
the aggregated data followed by decryption. A cryptographic
approach was presented for this purpose. Studies towards
enhancing privacy were also carried out by Jawurek et al. [43].
The technique allows preserving privacy along with billing
related features using computational model programmed in
Java. Kumar and Hussain [44] have implemented a simple
cryptographic technique using message authentication
principle. The entire operation of authentication is carried out
with respect to secret key exchange using RSA, SHA256, and
AES protocol. Similar study was also carried out by Agarwal et
al. [45]. Qu et al. [46] has presented a technique to conserve
the privacy using signature-based approach in order to
conserve identity for resisting forgery attack. Sankar et al. [47]
has presented a hypothetical framework in order to retain
privacy of the smart meter. A framework is designed using
hidden Markov model abstracting both the requirements of
utility and privacy together. The model disclosed the facts that
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there is potential relationship among frequency components
with low/high power components in presence of noise, which
gives a pattern of privacy factor in security. The study outcome
was testified with respect to auto-correlation, power spectral
density,
Although cryptographic technique is used to perform
encryption, which is again not 100% full-proof, if the utility
data falls in wrong hand there is another level of new
vulnerability i.e. understanding the current status of occupancy
in any premises. It is quite understood that a house with people
will have higher energy usage compared to house with less (or
no) people in it. This information can be trapped in readings of
smart meters and as such readings transmit over wire line or
wireless network, its integrity is questionable. Hence, study in
this problem was addressed by Chen et al. [48] most recently,
where the authors has introduced a technique to resist detection
of occupancy from readings of smart meter. According to this
technique, a water heater (which is normally present in all
houses) is autonomously switched on in a very controlled
manner to give an illusion that there is someone in the house.
The author has developed such water heater of 50 gallon with
its explicit energy regulation. The study outcome was testified
with respect to true and false positive / negative scores and was
found to be better than other clustering techniques. Hence,
adding certain external component assists in retaining the
security was evident in various research works. Similar cases
were found in Germany where Detken et al. [49] has
introduced a grid that is resilient against tamper and was
TABLE I.

integrated with the hardware model. The authors have designed
a core integrated with WLAN in order resist threat. Digital
signature is the prime key to security in this work. Figure 8
shows the core security architecture used. The system uses
TND (Trusted Network Device) to perform verification of the
hardware and software elements in smart meters. The system
also uses Trusted Platform Module (TPM) responsible for
evaluating the trust factor. The system has also used LLDP
(Link Layer Discovery Protocol) for exploring nodes (meters)
in the neighbourhood.
Jafary et al. [50] have presented a study towards secure data
forwarding mechanism from customer premise to the suppliers
over distributed network. The technique uses minimal voltage
communication of data using DLMS server to client over
secure protocol. Sha et al. [51] have developed a technique of
authentication using one-time password mechanism. The
author has used asymmetric key to provide security against
various lethal threats.
4. report

4. Report

Router

Monitoring

1. Trigger (LLDP)
2. TND Call
3. TND Quote

IED

IED
Switch
TPM

TPM

Fig. 8. Technique presented by Detken et al. [49]

SUMMARY OF EXISTING TECHNIQUES

Authors

Problems

Techniques

Advantages

Alimardani et al. [21][22]

Non-synchronous signals

Empirical approach with error
variance

Better load distribution, can
estimate state on grids

Ciuciu et al. [23]

Highly integrated network
for exchange of metered
data

Context-based, Service
oriented Architecture

Innovative approach

Dede et al. [24]

Power management issue

Network of smart meter
studied as Sensor network

Better data management

Flath et al. [25]
Wakeel et al. [30]

Consumption behaviour of
customer

Cluster Analysis

Easily integrated with
business intelligence

Gajowniczek and
Zabkowski [26]

Forecasting of metered data

Support vector machine
Neural Network

Simple predictive model

Hao et al. [27]

Deployment optimization

Janiga et al. [28]

Testing system

Sanduleac et al. [29]

Evaluating power quality

Panchadcharam et al. [31]

Performance evaluation

Yang et al. [32]

Performance enhancement

Arif et al. [34]

Energy efficiency

Govinda et al. [35]

Energy Efficiency

Azasoo et al. [36]

Minimise cost of billing

Bera et al. [37]

Energy Efficiency

Tree network, Greedy
Approach
Experimental, LabView
Experimental, Statistical
analysis, ARM processor
Simulation-based
infrastructure
MAC protocol
Experimental,
Microcontroller, XBee and
GSM modem
Experimental,
Microcontroller, GSM
modem
Experimental, design science
research methodology, GPRS,
PIC
Game Theory (Coalition

Limitation
-Doesn’t address energy control
problem.
-No comparative analysis
-Theoretical model without any
analysis
-Doesn’t consider transmission
complexity. –No comparative
analysis
-No comparative analysis
-Accuracy not determined
-No comparative analysis
-non-linear optimization not
solved

Minimise smart meters

-No comparative analysis

Simple testing environment
Easier assessment of power
quality
Effective realization of
transmission time
Maintains fairness,
scalability, delay

-No comparative analysis
-No comparative analysis.
-No complexity analysis.

User friendly, less human
intervention, wireless
User friendly

Minimised deployment cost
Better QoS outcomes

-No comparative analysis
-No comparative analysis
-No comparative analysis
-Complexities on Wireless
network not considered.
-No comparative analysis
-Complexities on Wireless
network not considered.
-No comparative analysis
-Usage of GPRS is quite primitive
when 5G is about to launch
-No comparative analysis
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game)

(energy, delay, lifetime, etc.)

Buchmann et al. [38]

Energy Efficiency

Re-identification, analytical
framework

Features assist in better
visualization to energy
consumption

Baig et al. [41]

Identifying compromised
meter

Message authentication

Better detection rate

Borges and Mulhhauser
[42]

Security in Smart Meter
Communication

Privacy preservation

Scalable, faster response

Jawurek et al. [43]

Security

Privacy preservation

Balances security and billing
system

Kumar and Hussain [44],
Agarwal et al. [45]

Security

RSA, AES, SHA256

Good response time

Qu et al. [46]

Anonymity of usage data

Anonymous credential
mechanism

Maintain data anonymity

Sankar et al. [47]

Privacy problem

Chen et al. [48]

Resisting identification of
Occupancy

Hypothetical framework,
hidden Markov model
Water heater regulating
energy usage

Detken et al. [49]

Security in smart grid

Trusted core network

Jafary et al. [50]

Secure communication

Experimental approach

Authentication problem

One-time password,
symmetric key

Sha et al. [51]

V.

RESEARCH GAP

The prior section discusses about all the updated techniques
found to be introduced in the area of smart meters. All the
techniques are found to possess significant amount of
advantages, features as well as limitations. However, this part
of the section will discuss only those problems which were
kept aloof the investigational area. This section presents the
research gap explored after reviewing the prior literatures.


Few studies on energy efficiency: At present, majority
of the research work focuses on using smart meters that
extracts the usage data and uses some sort of
communication medium to transfer the usage data back
to the customer. However, smart meters are not found
to minimise energy usage autonomously. There are very
less studies to prove that there is energy conservation
after adopting the presented technique.



Less study towards mathematical modelling: At
present, the work being carried out uses empirical
modelling, analytical modelling, and experimental
modelling. Lack of mathematical modelling in the area
of controlling mechanism is one of the significant
research gaps. Although, some computational model
exists, but they lack validity as well as computational
complexity analysis.



Fewer studies towards uncertainty handling: There
are many real-time scenarios where various forms of
uncertain features are less emphasised. Presence of
uncertainties usually occurs from the transmission
process as well as raw data collection process.
Although, there are some works being done in

Better spectral efficiency,
Better prevention technique
Sophisticated design for
security
Supports low voltage
communication
Simple authentication
protocol

-algorithm complexity not
measured.
-No comparative analysis
-Doesn’t address energy efficiency
-No comparative analysis
-algorithm complexity not
measured.
-non-resistive against lethal threats
-No comparative analysis
-Doesn’t address energy efficiency
-Energy efficiency not addressed.
-No comparative analysis
-RSA has bigger key size
-computational complexity is high.
-Energy efficiency not addressed.
-No comparative analysis
-No comparative analysis.
-No complexity analysis.
-Narrowed scope of attack
resistance
-No comparative analysis
-Leads to extra energy
consumption
-Doesn’t address energy efficiency
-No comparative analysis
-works only on low-level devices
-No comparative analysis
-Doesn’t support energy efficiency

predictive approach, but they do not utilise uncertainty
modelling that required joint implementation of timeseries, stochastic, and probability theory. There is a
need of technique which can perform optimization in
presence of less input or vague inputs to the
optimization algorithm.
 Few Benchmarked Study: At present, 99% of the
research manuscript towards solving the problems of
smart meters doesn’t use performance comparative
analysis. This makes it quite hard to understand the best
work till date on a specific problem.
VI.

POSSIBLE LINE OF RESEARCH

Smart meters are not only meant for automating the billing
generation process but also should have exclusive feature to
minimise the energy consumption. The possible line of
research could be in the direction of overcoming the research
gap presented in prior section:
 Novel mathematical framework for energy
efficiency: A mathematical framework could be
designed that can perform modelling of energy based on
the usage data from smart meters. There is also a need
to develop a novel integer linear optimization algorithm
to consider mapping the uncertainties over the
distributive generation process. All this mechanism can
be used for developing a new controlling mechanism.
The mathematical model should be also subjected to
convergence test to understand its effectiveness as well
as its applicability towards energy efficiency. The best
way to evaluate the outcome will be to look for down
pattern of pricing of electricity over increasing time of
usage.
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Novel framework for robust wireless transmission:
The existing literatures towards wireless transmission
don’t consider various complexities present in wireless
environment. Hence, a framework could be developed
which can use concept of decision making, stochastic,
probability theory in order to handle the uncertainty
condition over wireless transmission (of reading of
smart meter). Various constraint factors e.g. throughput,
latency, heterogeneity, etc. should also be considered
while modelling. Fault tolerant performance could be
measured by increased utility over smart grid.

[5]

Novel framework for behaviour analysis: The
existing security technique uses cryptographic
technique to resist attacks or compromising the readings
of smart meter. Such techniques are quite symptomatic.
As futuristic readings of smart meters could be
transmitted via cloud, than it is further more exposed to
vulnerability. Hence, it is essential to understand the
unpredictable behaviour of the vulnerable situation so
that it (readings) could be securely routed via any
medium. Hence, a novel framework could be designed
for this purpose.

[10]

VII. CONCLUSION

[2]
[3]
[4]

[7]
[8]

[9]

[11]

[12]
[13]
[14]

[15]

The overall goal of this paper is to illustrate the existing
approaches used for enhancing the performance of smart
metering system. This manuscript discusses about the smart
meter with an aid of its essential components, basic operation,
existing research trends, exploring research gap, followed by
anticipated line of research work in future. The studies show
that there are various forms of techniques being used for
addressing different ranges of problems associated with smart
metering system. The prime motivation to work on smart meter
is due to its balanced advantages to both consumer and utilities
e.g. i) transparency of usage information and billing related
information, ii) Maximised information about the service
delivery, iii) generates awareness among consumers to save
energy, iv) minimises outage conditions and demand peaks, v)
faster process of monitoring electrical system with dynamic
pricing and many more. However, after reviewing the various
scripted literatures, it is found that there are various
impediments toward research work in smart meters e.g. i)
expensive affair as there is a need of transition from old to new
technology, ii) more exposed to security risk especially the
privacy factor. The prime contribution of this review paper is
its findings associated with the effectiveness of existing system
i.e. i) less studies are found to be benchmarked, ii) more
adoption of experimental approach compared to computational
modelling in real sensor, iii) less focus on investigating how
wireless technologies improves energy efficiency, etc. Hence,
the future work will be in a direction to cover up the above
mentioned issues.
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